
Introduction	to	Semantics	



Announcements	
• Part	of	next	Tuesday’s	class	will	focus	on	
ques6ons	about	the	midterm.	Please	send	
topics	that	you	would	like	to	have	re-
explained.		

• Other	midterm	news:	Sample	ques6ons	
provided	by	Wed	of	this	week;	in-class	review	
in	2nd	half	of	next	Tuesday’s	class	

• Homework	1	sta6s6cs:	
• Mean:	90.5	
• Median:	94	
•  High:	100	
•  Low	(nonzero):	45	



Today	
• Reading:	

•  Today:		C	17,	Speech	and	Language	
• Next	6me:	C	19,	C	20.1-20.8	Speech	and	
Language	
	

• Introduc6on	to	seman6cs	
• What	is	it?		
• Meaning	representa6ons	
•  Lexical	seman6cs	







SIRI: 
One shot Question and 
answer 
 
What’s required? 



Watson	and	jeopardy	
Bang	Bang"	his	"Silver	hammer	came	down	upon	
her	head"		



Question-Answering/Dialog	
• “Match”	



Where	does	the	information	for		answers	come	
from?	

• Databases	
• h\p://newyork.citysearch.com	
	

• The	web	
	

• Textual	resources:	encyclopedias,	journals,	etc.	
		

• Dic6onaries	

• Inference	

	



One	View	of	NL	Architecture	

Syntax Semantics Morphology 

Knowledge Representation/ 

Meaning Representation 

      Application output 
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Another	View:	
Understanding	in	Watson	
• Massive	parallelism	

•  Exploit	massive	parallelism	in	the	considera6on	of	mul6ple	
interpreta6ons	and	hypotheses.	

• Many	experts	
•  Facilitate	the	integra6on,	applica6on,	and	contextual	
evalua6on	of	a	wide	range	of	loosely	coupled	probabilis6c	
ques6on	and	content	analy6cs.	

•  Pervasive	confidence	integra6on	
•  No	component	commits	to	an	answer;	all	components	
produce	features	and	associated	confidences,	scoring	
different	ques6on	and	content	interpreta6ons.	

•  Integrate	shallow	and	deep	knowledge	
•  Balance	the	use	of	strict	seman6cs	and	shallow	seman6cs,	
leveraging	many	loosely	formed	ontologies.	



What	is	Semantics?	
• Meaning	Representa6on	
	

• Seman6c	Parsing	or	Seman6c	
Interpreta6on	

• Word	meaning	disambigua6on	
	

• Entailment	and	inference	
	

• Informa6on	extrac6on		



Meaning	Representation	
• To	represent	ques6ons	
	

• To	represent	knowledge	drawn	from	text	



What	Can	Serve	as	a	Meaning	
Representation?	

• Anything	that	allows	us	to	
• Answer	ques6ons	(What	is	the	best	French	
restaurant	in	the	East	Village?)	

• Determine	truth	(Is	Columbia	Univ	in	NYC?)	
• Draw	inferences	(If	One	Dine	Restaurant	is	on	
the	top	floor	of	one		World	Trade	Center	and	
one	World	Trade	Center	is	the	tallest	building	
in	New	York	City,	then	One	Dine	is	the	topmost	
restaurant	in	New	York	City.)	



What	kinds	of	meaning	do	we	
want	to	capture?	

•  Categories/en66es		
•  Gustav,	Shaan,	Diana,	Asian	cuisine,	vegetarian	

•  Events		
•  taking	a	taxi,	destruc6on	of	buildings	in	the	Bahamas	

•  Time		
•  Oct	30,	next	week,	in	2	months	

•  Aspect		
•  Kathy	knows	how	to	run.		Kathy	is	running.	Kathy	ran	to	
the	restaurant	in	5	min.	

•  Beliefs,	Desires	and	Inten6ons	(BDI)	



Meaning	Representations	

• All	represent	‘linguis6c	meaning’	of		
	 	I	have	a	car	

				and	state	of	affairs	in	some	world	
• All	consist	of	structures,	composed	of	
symbols	represen6ng	objects	and	rela6ons	
among	them	
•  FOPC:	

)}(),(),()({, yCarxyHadThingxSHaverxHavingyx ∧∧∧∃



A	Standard	Representation:		
Predicate-Argument	Structure	

•  Represents	concepts	and	rela6onships	among	them	
•  Nouns	as	concepts	or	arguments	(red(ball))	
•  Adjec6ves,	adverbs,	verbs	as	predicates	(red(ball))	

•  Subcategoriza6on	(or,	argument)	frames	specify	
number,	posi6on,	and	syntac6c	category	of	
arguments	
•  NP	likes	NP	
•  NP	likes	Inf-VP	
•  NP	likes	NP	Inf-VP	



Semantic	(Thematic)	Roles	
• Subcat	frames	link	arguments	in	surface	
structure	with	their	seman6c	roles	
• Agent:		George	hit	Bill.		Bill	was	hit	by	George.	
• Pa6ent:	George	hit	Bill.		Bill	was	hit	by	George.	

• The	claim	of	a	theory	of	seman6c	roles	is	
that	these	arguments	of	predicates	can	be	
usefully	classified	into	a	small	set	of	
seman6cally	contenmul	classes	
• And	that	these	classes	are	useful	for	explaining	
lots	of	things	



Common	semantic	roles	
•  Agent:	ini6ator	or	doer	in	the	event	
•  Pa(ent:	affected	en6ty	in	the	event;	undergoes	the	
ac6on	
•  Sue	sent	the	le\er.	

•  Theme:	object	in	the	event	undergoing	a	change	of	
state	or	loca6on,	or	of	which	loca6on	is	predicated	
•  The	ice	melted		

•  Experiencer:	feels	or	perceive	the	event	
• Bill	likes	pizza.	

•  S(mulus:	the	thing	that	is	felt	or	perceived	



Common	semantic	roles	
•  Goal:	

•  Bill	ran	to	Copley	Square.	
•  Recipient	(may	or	may	not	be	dis6nguished	from	Goal):	

•  Bill	gave	the	book	to	Mary.	

•  Benefac(ve	(may	be	grouped	with	Recipient):	
•  Bill	cooked	dinner	for	Mary.	

•  Source:	
•  Bill	took	a	pencil	from	the	pile.	

•  Instrument:		
•  Bill	ate	the	burrito	with	a	plas6c	spork.	

•  Loca(on:	
•  Bill	sits	under	the	tree	on	Wednesdays	



Common	semantic	roles	
Try	for	yourself!	
1.  The	submarine	sank	a	troop	ship.	
2.  Doris	hid	the	money	in	the	flowerpot.	
3.  Emma	no6ced	the	stain.		
4.  We	crossed	the	street.		
5.  The	boys	climbed	the	wall.	
6.  The	chef	cooked	a	great	meal.		
7.  The	computer	pinpointed	the	error.	
8.  A	mad	bull	damaged	the	fence	on	Jack’s	farm.		
9.  The	company	wrote	me	a	le\er.	
10. Jack	opened	the	lock	with	a	paper	clip.			

	









Linking	of	thematic	roles	to	
syntactic	positions	
• John	opened	the	door	
• AGENT							THEME	
• The	door	was	opened	by	John	
• THEME																AGENT	
• The	door	opened	
• THEME	
• John	opened	the	door	with	the	key	
• AGENT							THEME								INSTRUMENT	



Deeper	Semantics	
• From	the	WSJ…	

• He	melted	her	reserve	with	a	husky-voiced	
paean	to	her	eyes.	

•  If	we	label	the	cons6tuents	He	and	her	reserve	
as	the	Melter	and	Melted,	then	those	labels	
lose	any	meaning	they	might	have	had.	

•  If	we	make	them	Agent	and	Theme	then	we	
can	do	more	inference.	



Selectional	Restrictions	
• Selec6onal	Restric6ons:		constraints	on	
the	types	of	arguments	verbs	take	
George	assassinated	the	senator.	
*The	spider	assassinated	the	fly.	
assassinate:	inten5onal	(poli5cal?)	killing	
	

• The	astronaut	married	the	star.	



Problems	
• What	exactly	is	a	role?	
• What’s	the	right	set	of	roles?	
• Are	such	roles	universals?	
• Are	these	roles	atomic?	

•  I.e.	Agents	
•  Animate,	Voli6onal,	Direct	causers,	etc	

• Can	we	automa6cally	label	syntac6c	
cons6tuents	with	thema6c	roles?	



First	Order	Predicate	Calculus	
• Not	ideal	as	a	meaning	representa6on	and	
doesn't	do	everything	we	want	--	but	
be\er	than	many…	
•  Supports	the	determina6on	of	truth	
•  Supports	composi6onality	of	meaning	
•  Supports	ques6on-answering	(via	variables)	
•  Supports	inference	



Abstract	Meaning	
Representation	(AMR)	
• Aiming	to	capture	a	deep	level	of	
seman6cs	

• Original	goal:	as	interlingua	for	machine	
transla6on	

• Also	now	see:	AMR	parsers,	genera6on	
from	AMR,	summariza6on	using	AMR	

Knight, AMR Release 1.0, 2014  



Example	AMR	
• Roles	are	given	theory-neutral	names	
(d	/	describe-01	
•  :arg0	(m/man)	
•  :arg1	(m2	/	mission)	
•  :arg2	(d	/disaster))	

•  :arg0	the	describer,	:arg1	the	thing	
described,	:arg2	what	it	is	describing	

• The	man	described	the	mission	as	a	disaster.		
As	the	man	described	it,	the	mission	was	a	
disaster	



Temporal	Representations	
• How	do	we	represent	6me	and	temporal	
rela6onships	between	events?	
It	seems	only	yesterday	that	Martha	Stewart	
was	in	prison	but	now	she	has	a	popular	TV	
show.		There	is	no	jus6ce.	

• Where	do	we	get	temporal	informa6on?	
• Verb	tense	
•  Temporal	expressions	
•  Sequence	of	presenta6on	

• Linear	representa6ons:	Reichenbach	‘47	



Representing	Time	

Example from Russell and Norvig 



Representing	Time	

Example from Jurafsky and Martin 

Utterance time (U): when the 
utterance occurs 
Reference time (R): the temporal 
point-of-view of the utterance 
Event time (E): when events 
described in the utterance occur 

 



Verbs	and	Event	Types:		Aspect	
•  Sta6ves:	states	or	proper6es	of	objects	at	a	
par6cular	point	in	6me	

I	am	hungry.	
• Ac6vi6es:	events	with	no	clear	endpoint	

	I	am	ea-ng.	
• Accomplishments:	events	with	dura6ons	and	
endpoints	that	result	in	some	change	of	state	

I	ate	dinner.	
• Achievements:	events	that	change	state	but	have	
no	par6cular	dura6on	–	they	occur	in	an	instant	

I	got	the	bill.	



Beliefs,	Desires	and	Intentions	
• Very	hard	to	represent	internal	speaker	
states	like	believing,	knowing,	wan6ng,	
assuming,	imagining	
•  Not	well	modeled	by	a	simple	DB	lookup	approach	
so..	

•  Truth	in	the	world	vs.	truth	in	some	possible	world	
George	imagined	that	he	could	dance.	
George	believed	that	he	could	dance.	

• Augment	FOPC	with	special	modal	operators	
that	take	logical	formulae	as	arguments,	e.g.	
believe,	know	



Believes(George,	dance(George))	
Knows(Bill,Believes(George,dance(George)))	

• Mutual	belief:	I	believe	you	believe	I	
believe….	
• Prac6cal	importance:	modeling	belief	in	
dialogue	

• Clark’s	grounding	



Take	Away	
• Seman6cs	means	many	things	

• Meaning	representa6ons	
•  Seman6c	parsing	or	seman6c	role	labeling	
•  Determining	word	meaning	
•  Use	of	seman6c	informa6on	for	an	end	
applica6on	

•  Inference	
•  Temporal	rela6ons:	tense,	aspect	
•  Informa6on	extrac6on	
•  Belief,	desire	and	intent	

• Work	in	seman6cs	can	fall	into	any	of	these	
areas	



Lexical	Semantics	
• Grounding	for	representa6on	of	word	
meaning	
• Used	for	word	disambigua6on	
•  Seman6c	interpreta6on	

• Pre-cursor	to	representa6ons	used	in	
distribu6onal	seman6cs,	vector	
representa6ons	and	neural	nets	

• Topics	
• Homonymy,	Polysemy,	Synonymy	
• Online	resources:	WordNet	



Preliminaries	
• What’s	a	word?	

• Defini6ons	we’ve	used	over	the	class:	Types,	
tokens,	stems,	roots,	inflected	forms,	etc...		

•  Lexeme:	An	entry	in	a	lexicon	consis6ng	of	a	
pairing	of	a	form	with	a	single	meaning	
representa6on	

•  Lexicon:	A	collec6on	of	lexemes	



Relationships	between	word	
meanings	
• Homonymy	
• Polysemy	
• Synonymy	
• Antonymy	
• Hypernomy	
• Hyponomy	
• Meronomy	



Homonymy	
• Homonymy:	

•  Lexemes	that	share	a	form	
•  Phonological,	orthographic	or	both	

• But	have	unrelated,	dis6nct	meanings	
• Clear	examples:	

•  	Bat	(wooden	s6ck-like	thing)	vs	
•  	Bat	(flying	scary	mammal	thing)	
•  Or	bank	(financial	ins6tu6on)	versus	bank	
(riverside)	

• Can	be	homophones,	homographs,	or	both:	
•  Homophones:	

•  Write	and	right	
•  Piece	and	peace	



Homonymy	causes	problems	
for	NLP	applications	
• Text-to-Speech	

•  Same	orthographic	form	but	different	
phonological	form		
•  bass	vs	bass	

• Informa6on	retrieval	
• Different	meanings	same	orthographic	form	

•  QUERY:	bat	care	
• Machine	Transla6on	
• Speech	recogni6on	

• Why?		



Polysemy	
• The	bank	is	constructed	from	red	brick	
I	withdrew	the	money	from	the	bank		

• Are	those	the	same	sense?	
• Or	consider	the	following	WSJ	example	

• While	some	banks	furnish	sperm	only	to	
married	women,	others	are	less	restric6ve	

• Which	sense	of	bank	is	this?	
•  Is	it	dis6nct	from	(homonymous	with)	the	river	
bank	sense?	

•  How	about	the	savings	bank	sense?	



Polysemy	
• A	single	lexeme	with	mul6ple	related	
meanings	(bank	the	building,	bank	the	
financial	ins6tu6on)	

• Most	non-rare	words	have	mul6ple	
meanings	
•  The	number	of	meanings	is	related	to	its	
frequency	

• Verbs	tend	more	to	polysemy	
• Dis6nguishing	polysemy	from	homonymy	isn’t	
always	easy	(or	necessary)	



Metaphor	and	Metonymy	
• Specific	types	of	polysemy	
• Metaphor:	

• Germany	will	pull	Slovenia	out	of	its	economic	
slump.	

•  I	spent	2	hours	on	that	homework.	
• Metonymy	

•  The	White	House	announced	yesterday.	
•  This	chapter	talks	about	part-of-speech	
tagging	

• Bank	(building)	and	bank	(financial	ins6tu6on)	



How	do	we	know	when	a	word	
has	more	than	one	sense?	
• ATIS	examples	

• Which	flights	serve	breakfast?	
• Does	America	West	serve	Philadelphia?	

• The	“zeugma”	test:	

•  ?Does	United	serve	breakfast	and	San	Jose?	



Synonyms	
• Word	that	have	the	same	meaning	in	some	or	
all	contexts.	
•  filbert	/	hazelnut	
•  couch	/	sofa	
•  big	/	large	
•  automobile	/	car	
•  vomit	/	throw	up	
•  Water	/	H20	

• Two	lexemes	are	synonyms	if	they	can	be	
successfully	subs6tuted	for	each	other	in	all	
situa6ons	
•  If	so	they	have	the	same	proposi(onal	meaning	



Synonyms	
• But	there	are	few	(or	no)	examples	of	
perfect	synonymy.	
• Why	should	that	be?		
•  Even	if	many	aspects	of	meaning	are	iden6cal	
•  S6ll	may	not	preserve	the	acceptability	based	
on	no6ons	of	politeness,	slang,	register,	genre,	
etc.	

• Example:	
• Water	and	H20	



Some	more	terminology	
•  Lemmas	and	wordforms	

•  A	lexeme	is	an	abstract	pairing	of	meaning	and	form	
•  A	lemma	or	cita(on	form	is	the	gramma6cal	form	that	
is	used	to	represent	a	lexeme.	

•  Carpet	is	the	lemma	for	carpets	
•  Dormir	is	the	lemma	for	duermes.	

•  Specific	surface	forms	carpets,	sung,	duermes	are	called	wordforms	

•  The	lemma	bank	has	two	senses:	
•  Instead,	a	bank	can	hold	the	investments	in	a	custodial	
account	in	the	client’s	name	

•  But	as	agriculture	burgeons	on	the	east	bank,	the	river	
will	shrink	even	more.	

• A	sense	is	a	discrete	representa6on	of	one	
aspect	of	the	meaning	of	a	word	



Synonymy	is	a	relation	between	senses	rather	
than	words	

• Consider	the	words	big	and	large	
• Are	they	synonyms?	

•  How	big	is	that	plane?	
• Would	I	be	flying	on	a	large	or	small	plane?	

• How	about	here:	
•  Miss	Nelson,	for	instance,	became	a	kind	of	big	sister	to	
Benjamin.	

•  ?Miss	Nelson,	for	instance,	became	a	kind	of	large	sister	to	
Benjamin.	

• Why?	
•  big	has	a	sense	that	means	being	older,	or	grown	up	
•  large	lacks	this	sense	



Antonyms	
• Senses	that	are	opposites	with	respect	to	
one	feature	of	their	meaning	

• Otherwise,	they	are	very	similar!	
•  dark	/	light	
•  short	/	long	
•  hot	/	cold	
•  up	/	down	
•  in	/	out	

• More	formally:	antonyms	can	
•  define	a	binary	opposi6on	or	at	opposite	ends	of	a	
scale	(long/short,	fast/slow)	

•  Be	reversives:	rise/fall,	up/down	



Hyponymy	
• One	sense	is	a	hyponym	of	another	if	the	first	
sense	is	more	specific,	deno6ng	a	subclass	of	the	
other	
•  car	is	a	hyponym	of	vehicle	
•  dog	is	a	hyponym	of	animal	
•  mango	is	a	hyponym	of	fruit	

•  Conversely	
•  vehicle	is	a	hypernym/superordinate		of	car	
•  animal	is	a	hypernym	of	dog	
•  fruit	is	a	hypernym	of	mango	

superordinate vehicle fruit furniture mammal 

hyponym car mango chair dog 



Hypernymy	more	formally	
• Extensional:	

•  The	class	denoted	by	the	superordinate	
•  extensionally	includes	the	class	denoted	by	the	
hyponym	

• Entailment:	
• A	sense	A	is	a	hyponym	of	sense	B	if	being	an	A	
entails	being	a	B	

• Hyponymy	is	usually	transi6ve		
•  (A	hypo	B	and	B	hypo	C	entails	A	hypo	C)	



• Why	would	hypernyms/hyponyms	be	
important	to	construc6ng	a	meaning	
representa6on?			





II.	WordNet	
• A	hierarchically	organized	lexical	database	
• On-line	thesaurus	+	aspects	of	a	dic6onary	

•  Versions	for	other	languages	are	under	
development	

Category Unique 
Forms 

Noun 117,097 

Verb 11,488 

Adjective 22,141 

Adverb 4,601 



WordNet	

•  Where	it	is:	
•  h\ps://wordnet.princeton.edu/	

	



Format	of	Wordnet	Entries	



WordNet	Noun	Relations	



WordNet	Verb	Relations	



WordNet	Hierarchies	



How	is	“sense”	deYined	in	
WordNet?	
• The	set	of	near-synonyms	for	a	WordNet	
sense	is	called	a	synset	(synonym	set);	it’s	
their	version	of	a	sense	or	a	concept	

• Example:	chump	as	a	noun	to	mean		
•  ‘a	person	who	is	gullible	and	easy	to	take	
advantage	of’	

•  Each	of	these	senses	share	this	same	gloss	
•  Thus	for	WordNet,	the	meaning	of	this	sense	of	
chump	is	this	list.	



Wordnet	example	



Questions?	


